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If John Fitzgerald Kennedy is intrinsically identified with the early 1960s, it is also true that those years are linked with Kennedy. In public memory, the man and the age are entwined and inseparable. However, in democratic societies, where custom, institutions, and public opinion both compel certain directions and inhibit others, leaders shape their times less than they, or we, like to admit. Yet, even in a democracy, a leader is not just a representative of the public will but a force for the projection, articulation, and refinement of that will. The best leaders express the aspirations of their age and, by using democratic means to forge political combinations, are able to implement some version of their own particular vision. For a brief period, John F. Kennedy tried to do so, and to understand the United States in the early sixties, one must come to terms with Kennedy, his character, and his often opaque politics. Kennedy’s sudden rise to power itself reveals much about the times. At the beginning of 1960, half of Americans had never heard of the senator from Massachusetts. Before the year ended, he had won the nation’s highest office. Along the way, he invented media-oriented, televisual, celebrity politics. His remarkable inaugural address in January 1961 impressed many people who had not voted for
him; he instantly gained 69 percent poll approval. Ratings throughout his presidency generally remained either at that level or higher. He became the most popular president since polling began in the 1930s.¹

When Kennedy began his quest for the presidency in 1960, Americans sensed that they were entering a promising time. The country had settled into its post-World War II norm: unprecedented prosperity; the Cold War; a peacetime draft; technological innovation, including computers, which were already producing large corporate profits and layoffs due to automation among unionized blue-collar workers; permanent high income taxes – the top bracket remained 91 percent in 1960 – combined with massive government programs, including the new interstate highway system designed, in large part, to enable commuters to speed from the new suburbs to work downtown; and a commitment to schooling that would make the baby boomers the best educated generation in history. This drastic reorganization of American life during and after the war had caused little comment. Although World War II pushed young men forward with unusual speed, including the election of John Kennedy, Richard Nixon, and 67 other veterans to Congress in 1946, older conservatives who thought and acted in prewar patterns still ran key institutions in the fifties. There was nothing modern or reform-minded about the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s J. Edgar Hoover (1895–1972; ruled 1924–1972), Selective Service’s Lewis Hershey (1893–1977; r. 1940–1973), labor’s George Meany (1894–1980; r. 1952–1979), or the Catholic church’s Francis Cardinal Spellman (1889–1967; r. 1939–1967). Each held power for many years and would remain both entrenched and feared for a long time.²

During the fifties these grandees’ enormous power along with the inevitable ossification of their respective institutions had provoked little comment. If Americans were tranquil and complacent,
it was because the country was peaceful and prosperous. The standard of living, far above that of any other nation, was on its way to doubling in one generation. Despite automation, organized labor enjoyed steadily increasing real pay and benefits, unprecedented numbers of college graduates easily found good jobs, and corporate America, holding a near-monopoly on mass production of sophisticated goods for a global market, reaped record profits. This new wealth made Americans optimistic. “They are wonderfully confident . . . ,” observed the British journalist John Calmann in a letter to a friend. Millions bought increasing numbers of shiny, chrome-bumpered cars and watched television in their new suburban tract houses. By 1960, one-quarter of all American homes had been built in the past decade. Nothing symbolized the good life better than the backyard cookout, even if President Dwight Eisenhower had to grill his thick, succulent steaks on the White House roof. Sometimes the fifties were called the Great Barbecue.3

By the end of the fifties, however, some partygoers grew restless. “We moulder along,” complained the historian Eric Goldman, “in a stupor of fat . . . .” Many found Eisenhower’s governance lethargic and lackadaisical. The philosopher Hannah Arendt privately declared Ike “senile,” while Kennedy’s young speechwriter Richard Goodwin considered the old president a “do-nothing.” (One joke went: Q.: How does an Eisenhower doll work? A.: You wind it up, and it does nothing for eight years.) In a letter that expressed a frustration that was hard to state publicly, the liberal newspaper columnist Joe Alsop wrote that the federal government “resembles a dead whale upon a beach.” In addition, many intellectuals, including Dwight Macdonald and John Kenneth Galbraith, found the crass consumerism of the fifties vapid. The twice-defeated Democratic presidential candidate, Adlai Stevenson, used a line written by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., to attack “public squalor and private opulence.” As Americans’ bellies overfilled, their heads and hearts
ached with emptiness. Eisenhower sensed this problem and ordered a panel to ponder the nation’s goals. Another sign of restlessness in the late fifties came from African Americans, who began to protest discrimination more openly. Although the civil rights movement was small at the beginning of 1960, it served notice that not everyone had enjoyed the Great Barbecue.\(^4\)

At the same time, America felt the press of children. Almost one-third of the country’s 180 million people were baby boomers born after 1945. More were on the way, as the nation’s population continued to grow, with only minor immigration, at the fastest rate in half a century. As dozens of children swarmed on every block, city and suburban schools overflowed. Educators struggled to cope and eyed the federal government as a source for new funds. In 1960, the oldest boomers were entering their teens with a hormonal surge that was about to inundate the country with youth music and their own version of popular culture. The country’s institutions for handling adolescents, whether schools, churches, courts, or corporate employers, were stretched thin. In the five years after 1960, fast-growing California faced a 41 percent increase in the annual number of high school graduates. Where were they all to go? What were they to do? Neither businesses nor colleges appeared ready to handle the upsurge. Presidential hopeful John Kennedy’s presentation of himself as a youthful candidate appealed to both youth-concerned adults and adolescents. Polls showed Kennedy ahead among those over age 18 but under 21 who, unfortunately for Kennedy, were not then eligible to vote.\(^5\)

At a deeper level, the American problem was not about rapid population growth, suburbanization, unprecedented wealth, its maldistribution, nor Eisenhower’s leadership. Intellectuals came closer to identifying the problem when they said that materialism had so overwhelmed society that the country had lost its sense of purpose. A vacuum existed, said intellectuals, because the United States had failed throughout the postwar years to generate new
ideas. Intellectuals traced this problem to Senator Joseph R. McCarthy’s anticommunist smears in the early fifties. “Intercourse is poisoned,” publicly observed the legal scholar Zechariah Chafee, Jr., “if one never knows whether his fellow guest at dinner is going to report statements to the secret police.” At one level, the problem was psychological. The need was not, as the old New Dealers of the thirties believed, to find policy prescriptions for social ills, nor was it to synthesize national goals. The problem was more subtle. For half a century liberals had generated most of the new ideas in American society; now they seemed uncertain. The left-liberal journalist Carey McWilliams came closer to the truth when he saw “moral discontents” amid a stagnant liberalism. “It lacks a radical dynamic,” he lamented, “it cannot arouse enthusiasm.” The destruction of the Left had cast liberalism adrift.

The American problem was lodged deep in the nation’s consciousness. In part, the Great Barbecue pressed hard upon that portion of the American psyche that, from the Pilgrim founding on, looked with suspicion upon worldly success as evidence of sin and spiritual failure. The more Americans enjoyed the economic boom, the more discomfort they felt: Life was not supposed to be this much fun. “I met many a soul,” noted one observer in a letter, “wandering in the shining abyss of materialism between emptiness and nothing.” “The whole country,” complained the conservative writer Taylor Caldwell to a friend, “has become soft, whiney, whimpering, demanding, cowering, lip-licking, feeble – and stupid.” The United States, thought the novelist John Steinbeck, suffered from “a creeping, all pervading nerve-gas of immorality.” Underneath the unease about materialism lurked darker fears. The horrors of nuclear war and the fact that the United States had initiated the nuclear age had, by 1960, produced guilt and fear, along with denial. “No one has dared to speak of GUILT,” noted the Catholic Boston Pilot. “The atom bomb,” the old-line Democrat James Farley had observed at a prayer breakfast, “has more
or less brought people back to realize there is a God.” The fifties brought an upsurge in religion, as the Cold War entangled the United States in the world in new, exasperating ways, and at any moment threatened thermonuclear death. “Sweetness and light,” said Carey McWilliams, “are no longer the only notes to be sounded in our land.”  

More than he ever let on publicly, President Eisenhower understood the country’s mood in the fifties. A master of deception, the old general concocted meaningless, ungrammatical answers at press conferences and took innocent drives in the country, prescribed by his physician, to make secret visits to his closest adviser, his brother Milton. Behind the famous wide smile, Ike was ruthless. A credible military commander, he had ended the Korean War by threatening nuclear war. Other results of his activity could be seen elsewhere. The Shah of Iran reappeared, Guatemala’s Left-leaning government disappeared, and Ngo Dinh Diem appeared as the pro-American ruler in South Vietnam. Quietly and unobtrusively, Ike moved all over the world. As 1960 dawned, he remained popular, and had he been eligible for a third term, he would have won in a landslide. The Constitution, however, required Ike to step down, and he looked upon potential successors with deep doubt. Lyndon Johnson had no support outside the South, John Kennedy was too young and inexperienced, and Vice President Richard Nixon, the designated Republican heir, did not inspire confidence. At a press conference, Ike was asked to name one contribution Nixon had made to the administration. “If you give me a week, I might think of one. I don’t remember,” opined the old general. Later, he apologized to Nixon and called his remark flippant. His flippancy is doubtful. Following two terms in the House of Representatives, Nixon had moved to the Senate in 1950, after defeating Helen Gahagan Douglas, whom he accused of being “pink right down to her underwear.” Two years later Nixon became Ike’s vice president. In 1960,
he was the first sitting vice president nominated by a major party for the presidency since Martin Van Buren in 1836. Despite strong support from party loyalists, Nixon was not an ideal candidate. Although no one doubted his intelligence or hard work, he was widely hated. Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn, a conservative Texas Democrat, neither shook Nixon’s hand nor looked at him nor spoke with him whenever the vice president came to the House for Ike’s State of the Union speeches. In the early sixties, former President Harry Truman privately called Nixon “a shifty-eyed, god-damn liar.” In a letter the British journalist John Calmann described Nixon as “a real middle-class uneducated swindler with all the virtues of a seller of fountain-pens in Naples.” Years later, the conservative Republican Barry Goldwater recalled Nixon as “the most dishonest individual I ever met in my life.” A brilliant tactician but a poor strategist, the vice president, like many other Americans adrift during the fifties, lacked any moral compass. “I feel sorry for Nixon,” John Kennedy observed privately, “because he does not know who he is, and at each stop he has to decide which Nixon he is at the moment, which must be very exhausting.”

John F. Kennedy formally declared for the presidency on January 2, 1960. Although he challenged others to join the contest, no one did so at that time. Professional politicians felt it too early to begin an open campaign, which would expose the frontrunner to sniping attacks from all directions. Kennedy understood that problem, but his own inexperience, as well as the hostility of party elders, forced his decision. To have any chance of being nominated, he had to run openly, to campaign actively, and to use television to create an attractive public image. He would try to excite the masses, to confront the vague anxieties that Americans felt by tapping the country’s hopeful yearnings about itself, and to present himself as the person best equipped to lead Americans into a promising future. He projected an infectious optimism. Few took Kennedy seriously.
The press, inclined to see 1960 as a Republican year due to Ike’s success, greeted the announcement with skepticism. Reporters, like Democratic professionals, considered Kennedy’s declaration as the beginning of a campaign for the vice presidency. Throughout the spring, Kennedy insisted that under no circumstances would he leave the Senate for second place. At a dinner party Jackie Kennedy declared, “I will slash my wrists and write an oath in blood that Jack will never run for vice president!”

Wise men doubted Kennedy’s chances largely because of his youth. If he won at age 43, he would be the youngest person ever elected. “That kid needs a little gray in his hair,” said Senator Lyndon Johnson of Texas. The Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev fretted, “He’s younger than my own son.” To win the nomination, Kennedy turned the argument upside down. He insisted that his youth was an advantage, because the nation required a leader with energy and new ideas. “It is time,” said Kennedy in speeches throughout 1960, “to get this country moving again.” In a triumph of style over substance, he was short on specifics. A promising time did not necessarily require a candidate to make promises. The contrast with Eisenhower, however, was clear. Ike, about to turn 70, would leave office the oldest president in history. (Ronald Reagan later broke that record.) Politicians’ complaints about Kennedy’s youth were primarily worries about his inexperience. He had never been a governor nor held any executive post. In neither the House of Representatives nor the Senate had he been impressive. “He’s smart enough,” said Johnson, “but he doesn’t like the grunt work.”

Kennedy’s family proved useful. Jack’s father, Joseph P. Kennedy, Sr., was reputed to be worth at least $200 million, one of the country’s largest fortunes. The money mattered. Before World War II he had been ambassador to Great Britain, until isolationism forced his resignation. Jack’s mother Rose, the daughter of Boston Mayor John “Honey Fitz” Fitzgerald, was a brilliant campaigner. A devout Catholic who attended daily mass, Rose was also a tightwad who
made the household staff pay for cups of coffee that they drank. Jack’s brothers and sisters helped, too. Sister Patricia, wife of the actor Peter Lawford, introduced Jack to Hollywood donors and superstars Frank Sinatra and Marilyn Monroe. Brother Robert ran Jack’s 1960 campaign. Bobby, as he was generally known, was brilliant, ruthless, and feared. “He has all the patience of a vulture,” said one observer, “without any of the dripping sentimentality.” The journalist Igor Cassini thought Bobby was tough enough to have been in the Gestapo. “He hates the same way I do,” said Joe Kennedy. Lyndon Johnson offered a different insight about Bobby. “He skipped the grades,” said Johnson, “where you learn the rules of life.” Friends praised Bobby’s “heart” and loyalty, but numerous enemies cited his temper and arrogance.12

Jack Kennedy was a complicated man, more so than his relatives. At Harvard he was one of the first Catholics to be admitted to an exclusive club (Spee). This was less a comment about declining prejudice than proof of his charm. His gift, Senator Clinton Anderson recalled, was lifting people’s spirits. In 1960, Kennedy’s optimism matched the public mood. As a child, Jack suffered frail health, became a bookworm, and, aided by perfect recall, developed a taste for history. This intellectual side, while by no means dominant, asserted itself at Harvard. He spent school vacations in England with his father, then the ambassador, traveled around the continent, and returned to Harvard to write a stimulating senior thesis on why England failed to prepare for World War II. It was a timely and important topic, and Kennedy’s warning that the United States ought to be better prepared put the youth in opposition to his isolationist father. The ambassador arranged for publication through a friend, the New York Times columnist Arthur Krock. Why England Slept became a bestseller. With his profits, Jack bought a flashy red Buick. In 1955, while convalescing from a back operation, Jack produced, with considerable help from his assistant Theodore Sorensen, Profiles in Courage. This book not
only was a bestseller, but also, with Krock’s aid, won the Pulitzer Prize.13

World War II showed another side of Jack Kennedy. After failing an Army physical, Kennedy talked his way into the Navy. Assigned to intelligence, he became involved with Inga Arvad, a woman wrongly suspected of being a German spy. J. Edgar Hoover personally followed the case; the 700-page file later guaranteed the FBI director his job during Kennedy’s presidency. (Asked why he was keeping Hoover, President Kennedy replied, “You don’t fire God.”) To end the romance, Jack was reassigned to captain a PT boat in the South Pacific. Small PT boats tried, with little success, to torpedo much larger, faster Japanese ships in an area the enemy controlled. On a foggy night a Japanese destroyer sliced Kennedy’s PT109 in two. The PT109 sank, but Kennedy and ten of twelve crew members swam to a nearby island. With a strap held in his teeth, Kennedy towed one badly burned man. His strength and endurance, developed on the Harvard swimming team, paid off, as did his confidence, instilled by the ambassador as a family trait. Kennedys never quit. Virtually abandoned by the U.S. Navy, which erroneously concluded that there were no survivors, Kennedy rescued his men by sending out a message carved on a coconut. As president, he displayed the coconut in the Oval Office.14

In 1946, when Kennedy won a seat in Congress from a working-class district in Boston, being a war hero helped. So did his liberalism, his unpretentious charm, and the fact that his grandfather had been the mayor of Boston. Six years later, after defeating the incumbent Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, Kennedy cultivated new constituencies by hiring Theodore Sorensen, a half-Danish and half-Jewish Unitarian from Nebraska. Ted was a brilliant speechwriter. That same year Robert Kennedy went to work for Wisconsin’s anticommunist Senator Joseph R. McCarthy. A fellow Irish Catholic, McCarthy was a Republican who had dated Jack’s sisters Patricia
Kennedy

and Jean. The ambassador had given McCarthy a contribution, and in 1952 he stayed out of Massachusetts, where he might have ruined Kennedy’s Senate bid. By 1954, with McCarthy’s reputation sinking, Bobby quit the staff, but Jack still defended McCarthy. When a speaker at a Harvard club dinner equated McCarthy and Alger Hiss, a former high-ranking State Department official accused of being a Soviet agent, Kennedy flared, “How dare you couple the name of a great American patriot with that of a traitor?” Then the Senate censured McCarthy, and Jack Kennedy, hospitalized with a bad back, neither voted nor announced his position. Every other Senate Democrat supported censure. Kennedy’s behavior appalled party liberals like Eleanor Roosevelt.\textsuperscript{15}

Despite a strained relationship with some liberals, Kennedy had wide appeal. By 1959, a year when Kennedy received more than 10,000 invitations to speak, some polls showed him as the Democrats’ strongest candidate. Only one strategy was open to Kennedy. Because of youth and inexperience, he could not expect to win in a brokered convention. To be nominated, he had to demonstrate popularity by main force. He also had to put to rest once and for all the idea that a Catholic could not be elected. Both problems could be solved by winning primaries. By appealing directly to voters, Kennedy proposed to remake American politics. Before 1960, winning primaries had rarely led to nominations. The ambassador saw the issue as one of marketing. “We’re going to sell Jack like soap flakes,” he declared. The key to this new kind of politics was image-making based on polls, travel, speeches, media, and personal contacts. Although Kennedy was not the first candidate to hire a pollster, he used Louis Harris to do unusually subtle, in-depth analyses that were rare at that time. Extensive travel gave Kennedy wide exposure and enabled him to meet Democrats likely to be convention delegates in 1960. In the past, candidates had bargained wholesale with state bosses; Kennedy
cultivated delegates at retail. Admiring the new techniques, the journalist Stewart Alsop concluded, “Kennedy is his own secret weapon.” Others sensed manipulation and disapproved. The independent leftist I. F. Stone lamented “the phoney smell of advertising copy.” Noting that wealth was crucial to the Kennedys’ image-making, the author Gore Vidal wrote, “They create illusions and call them facts…”

As Kennedy laid out strategy for 1960, he dodged two problems. One was chronic poor health. Although he had unusual stamina and energy, he had allergies, a thyroid condition, one shortened leg, an unstable spine, and a bad back. An early operation to fuse disks had failed and left him with a fist-sized hole in his back; an operation in 1955 finally stabilized his back. He often wore a back brace and slept on a bed board or, when traveling, on the hotel floor. After the war, Kennedy suffered periodic high fevers, which were probably malarial. Many men who had served in the South Pacific did contract tropical fevers. Then Kennedy fell ill in London in 1947 and was diagnosed with Addison’s disease. Caused by an insufficient production of adrenalin by the adrenal glands, the classic Addison’s killed its victims in a few years after producing blotchy skin, a brown tongue, swollen glands, and generally deteriorated health. Although Kennedy lacked these symptoms, he did have some unusual form of Addison’s disease. When news about this illness leaked in 1960, both Kennedy and his doctor, Janet Travell, flatly denied that he had Addison’s. Years later Travell corrected her statement. Fortunately for Kennedy, cortisone, a fairly recent invention, had been discovered to stimulate the adrenal glands and restore adrenalin to the body. By the early fifties, scientists learned that only one specific portion of the cortisone compound accounted for the adrenalin improvement, and for the rest of his life Kennedy took cortisone-derivative pills to control adrenalin insufficiency. He also received occasional shots.
Persons close to Kennedy wondered if poor health did not explain much of his sexual behavior, which was the other unmentionable topic during his 1960 campaign. Handsome, charming, wealthy, and intelligent, Kennedy was popular with women. After he had served several years in Congress, he remained a bachelor unready and unwilling to settle down. Political success, however, required a public image of respectability, and the ambassador insisted that Jack marry a woman who could please Irish Catholics while confirming that the Kennedys belonged to the upper class. In 1953 Jack married Jacqueline Bouvier at a society wedding at Newport, Rhode Island, before a crowd of 3,000. An upper-class Catholic who brought prestige to the nouveau riche Kennedys, Jackie was a graceful, well-mannered beauty with brains and style. Jack and Jackie’s marriage was troubled. “I don’t think,” said Jackie, “there are any men who are faithful to their wives.” In the late fifties there was talk of the Kennedys divorcing, and Joe Kennedy may have given Jackie a large sum to stay married to Jack. Stories about affairs abound. According to one report, Jack was caught with the flight attendant aboard the family-owned airplane, and the woman had to be paid off with oil leases. In 1960, Kennedy apparently began a two-year affair with Judith Campbell that ended only after J. Edgar Hoover informed the president that Judy was being shared with the mobster Sam Giancana. In 1960, before politicians had become celebrities, the media paid no attention to officeholders’ private lives.18

In April 1960, Kennedy faced Minnesota’s liberal Senator Hubert H. Humphrey in the Wisconsin primary. While Humphrey rattled across the state shivering in a decrepit rented bus with a broken heater, Kennedy and his press followers flew smoothly and were served hot meals by a flight attendant aboard Kennedy’s 40-passenger jet, the Caroline, which the family had bought in 1959. All the Kennedys campaigned, and Humphrey said, “I feel like an
independent merchant competing against a chain store.” Kennedy won a modest 56 percent of the vote and did well only in Catholic areas. The two candidates then moved on to West Virginia, which was 90 percent Protestant. If Kennedy could win there, he would put the Catholic issue to rest. To carry many counties, it was necessary to deliver suitcases of cash to the local party boss. Both campaigns did so, but Kennedy had more funds, including mob money. (In one county the Kennedys bid up the price from the usual $2 to $10 per vote. Officials refunded Humphrey’s money.) One irate citizen complained in a letter that “this type of one-sided campaigning could even put Khrushchev in the White House.” Kennedy also used television shrewdly. In a debate with Humphrey, the telegenic Kennedy cleverly brought into the studio a pitifully small amount of food which he said represented the amount of surplus federal assistance that a family on relief might receive in one month. His effort to show that he cared about poverty impressed mountaineers. On Election Day Kennedy won 61 percent, and Humphrey quit.19

The frontrunner was now on a roll. For the first time in American politics, Kennedy had demonstrated that primaries could lead to the nomination, at least for a candidate who had money, who could organize, who led in the polls, and who looked good on television in the new media age. In July, the Democratic convention opened in Los Angeles. Famous for its freeways, its sprawling suburbs, and nearby Disneyland, the city combined an image of futuristic progress with the glitter of Hollywood. Los Angeles seemed remote from either eastern city bosses or the smoke-filled rooms associated with political conventions. Instead, this convention was the first media extravaganza staged for the nationwide television audience. The schedule was arranged to favor television over newspapers, and this convention was the first one to use videotape, teleprompters at the podium, split screens, graphic inserts, and remote feeds. The convention, in fact, was about image-making, and so, too, was Los Angeles. Democrats held numerous
private parties that mixed delegates, politicians, and stars. At the largest fundraising dinner, 3,000 guests watched Frank Sinatra mingle with the other candidates, Lyndon Johnson, Adlai Stevenson, and Stuart Symington, while Jack Kennedy sat with Judy Garland. Subtly, the notion of the politician as celebrity was being created. Kennedy was on his way to becoming the first televised political star.20

Kennedy was nominated on the first ballot, a result that astonished the party’s old-timers, including Truman’s secretary of state, Dean Acheson, who conceded, correctly, in a letter to a friend that he had been “put out to pasture.” Kennedy had supplanted top-down, boss-led politics with a national grassroots campaign based upon popular appeal and youthful volunteers. This convention marked the last time when both delegates and reporters seriously speculated about a candidate being unable to win on the first ballot. In the coming money-based, primary-oriented, television-driven politics, nominations were decided well before the convention, which merely ratified what had already been decided by image and mass appeal to the voters. Kennedy won because he had refused to play the game the old way, which he could not win, and instead invented a new game that gave him victory. Kennedy’s success was generational. It represented the coming to power of the junior officers of World War II. The war had both enabled and forced that generation to break down stereotypes and class barriers, and its officers had devised ways to promote collective achievement. Exceptionally meritocratic, they measured each other mainly in terms of competence, and yet they (unlike the baby boomers) also respected hierarchy as necessary to provide leadership for large, powerful organizations. They felt uncomfortable discussing morals or principles, kept ideology at a distance, emphasized the practical, learned to ignore rules, and frequently improvised. Their style was aggressive. Attacking the political structure directly, they seized command from below.21
After winning the nomination, Kennedy personally invited Lyndon Johnson to be his running mate. Kennedy’s staff was divided on this matter; the party’s liberals were opposed. In part, Kennedy made this offer because he believed Johnson to be the person other than himself best qualified to be president, but Kennedy also wanted to unify the party and heal the convention’s wounds. Electoral calculation suggested that Johnson would enable Kennedy to carry Texas and win the election. Otherwise, defeat loomed. Near the end of the convention Kennedy held an off-the-record meeting with African-American delegates to reassure them that he was personally committed to civil rights. The Democrats had adopted a liberal platform that strongly supported civil rights. The convention ended with Kennedy accepting the nomination before 80,000 people at the Los Angeles Coliseum. With 35 million watching on television, he declared, “We stand on the edge of a New Frontier. . . .” As he gave the speech, Kennedy probably did not notice a picket carrying a sign that read “Stevenson for Secretary of State.” Not everyone liked Kennedy’s speech. Alarmed by its liberal tone, Ronald Reagan wrote Richard Nixon, “Under the tousled boyish hair cut it is still old Karl Marx – first launched a century ago. There is nothing new in the idea of a government being Big Brother to us all.”

The Republicans nominated Richard Nixon and Henry Cabot Lodge. Ike’s personal choice for vice president, Lodge was picked to emphasize foreign affairs in the campaign, but the former ambassador to the United Nations proved to be a desultory, undisciplined campaigner. While Lodge was stumbling, Johnson whistle-stopped by train from Virginia through the Deep South toward Texas. Speaking from the back of what reporters called the “Cornpone Special,” Johnson used his thickest southern accent to recall his Confederate ancestry. By the time he reached Texas, most of the South was safe for the ticket. Kennedy began his campaign by again facing the religious issue, which he had once believed had
been put to rest in West Virginia. In early September, he spoke powerfully before a fairly hostile gathering of Protestant ministers in Houston. Speaking on statewide television, Kennedy denied any Catholic church influence upon him in his political capacity and promised a rigid separation of church and state in his administration. The event was filmed, and the campaign rebroadcast it frequently on local television in parts of the country where the religious issue remained alive. This speech marked yet another example of Kennedy’s mastery of television.23

All year pollsters had predicted a close election. No single event was decisive, but one key moment was the country’s first televised presidential debate. Of the four presidential debates in 1960, only the first truly mattered. While radio listeners rated Nixon the victor, television viewers believed that Kennedy had won. The camera contrasted a handsome, well-groomed, articulate Kennedy with a poorly dressed and badly made-up Nixon. The debates created excitement, made Kennedy a celebrity, and stimulated turnout. Kennedy may have gained two million votes drawn mostly from new voters. The election ended with the highest percentage of adults of voting age casting ballots in American history. Despite an overall theme of getting the country moving again, Kennedy’s campaign was stronger on style than on specifics. Expressing few new ideas, which might divide and alienate potential voters, the candidate instead emphasized vitality and vigor. Beyond the glitter, Kennedy proved ready to seize opportunity. When the civil rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr., was arrested in Atlanta, Kennedy called Mrs. King to comfort her. Ike and Nixon did nothing. Kennedy’s call did not offend southern whites, but it did reshape black thinking. King’s father, fearing the election of a Catholic, had endorsed Nixon, and he now publicly reversed himself. All over the country, African Americans shifted to Kennedy. On election day Kennedy got 68 percent of the African-American vote; in 1956, Stevenson had 61 percent.24